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Sections Admin Shop Home Other Links How it works Audition and Spotify bot
are the most popular channels. Audition Bot is supported via Spotify Web API.
Audition - is for music lovers who dream to win a music career. Spotify - is an
application, which is used to listen music. BOT - is automated software for
creating skilful compositions. REQUIREMENTS There are two ways of using the
software: 1) AUDITION BOT is an application for Spotify Web API. AUDITION BOT
is FREE for 30 days. AUDITION BOT will automatically generate a new musical
composition every week for you and listen it for approval. After 30 days your
application will be expired and users will not be able to use it anymore. 2)
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AUDITION BOT is a composer for Spotify Web API. AUDITION BOT is paid
application. Any thing can be used in the Audition Bot, after activation you will be
able to make your own compositions, share it on Spotify, earn some money, and
get a user-friendly bot name. AUDITION BOT AUDITION BOT is an application for
Spotify Web API. AUDITION BOT is FREE for 30 days. AUDITION BOT will
automatically generate a new musical composition every week for you and listen
it for approval. After 30 days your application will be expired and users will not
be able to use it anymore. SPOTIFY BOT SPOTIFY BOT is a composer for Spotify
Web API. When you will activate this bot you will be able to make your own
compositions, share it on Spotify, earn some money, and get a user-friendly bot
name. Audition Bot and Spotify Bot If you have an Audition Bot and Spotify Bot,
you can use this feature in order to play your Spotify song. One of the steps is to
provide your Spotify username and password, after that you will be able to play
your song, record it, and share it on Spotify. AUDITION BOT AUDITION BOT is an
application for Spotify Web API. AUDITION BOT is FREE for 30 days. AUDITION
BOT will automatically generate a new musical composition every week for you
and listen it for approval
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